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Abstract Anticoagulant heparin has been shown to possess
important biological functions that vary according to its
fine structure. Variability within heparin’s structure occurs
owing to its biosynthesis and animal tissue-based recovery
and adds another dimension to its complex polymeric
structure. The structural variations in chain length and
sulfation patterns mediate its interaction with many
heparin-binding proteins, thereby eliciting complex biological responses. The advent of novel chemical and enzymatic
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approaches for polysaccharide synthesis coupled with high
throughput combinatorial approaches for drug discovery
have facilitated an increased effort to understand heparin’s
structure–activity relationships. An improved understanding
would offer potential for new therapeutic development
through the engineering of polysaccharides. Such a bioengineering approach requires the amalgamation of several
different disciplines, including carbohydrate synthesis,
applied enzymology, metabolic engineering, and process
biochemistry.
Keywords Bioengineered heparin . Applied enzymology .
Biosynthesis . Chemical synthesis . Chemoenzymatic
synthesis . Metabolic engineering

Introduction
Heparin (Fig. 1a) was discovered in 1916 and entered early
clinical trials as the first biopolymeric drug during 1930s
before the establishment of the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) (Linhardt and Gunay 1999). It is
still in widespread clinical use as an intravenous anticoagulant with more than 100,000 kilograms produced annually
worldwide (Liu et al. 2009). Nearly a century after its
discovery, heparin is still derived from animal sources such
as porcine intestine and bovine lung. Heparin has a
complex and diverse fine structure and is a polydisperse
mixture of varying polysaccharide chain lengths. The
heparin polysaccharide is comprised primarily of a trisulfated disaccharide repeating unit, 2-O-sulfo-α-L-iduronic
acid 1–4 linked to 6-O-sulfo-N-sulfo-α-D-glucosamine
(Pervin et al. 1995). Heparin polydispersity, defined as the
ratio of weight average molecular weight to number
average molecular weight, varies from 1.1 to 1.6 (Liu et
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Fig. 1 Structure of heparin, LMWH, and ULMWH fondaparinux. a
A representative sequence of heparin comprising a major trisulfated
disaccharide sequence, an AT-binding site, and a minor disulfated
disaccharide sequence. b LMWH structures generated through peroxide

oxidation, deaminative degradation, and chemical or enzymatic βelimination. c ULMWH, a commercial synthetic pentasaccharide
AT-binding domain stabilized as the methyl glycoside called
“fondaparinux”

al. 2009; Gray et al. 2008). This high polydispersity
suggests the presence of a high mole percentage of smaller
length chains within certain pharmaceutical heparin preparations. This is consistent with a molecular weight range
that varies between 5,000 and 40,000 Da for pharmaceutical heparin (Linhardt and Gunay 1999; Gray et al. 2008).
In addition to the trisulfated disaccharide, heparin also
contains disaccharides with lesser degrees of sulfation, leading
to its structural heterogeneity. Chains composed mainly of
undersulfated (unsulfated or monosulfated) disaccharide are

typically classified as heparan sulfate (HS). Together with
heparin, HS comprises one family of glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) and shares the same biosynthetic pathway.
In addition to their anticoagulant activity, heparin and
HS are known to possess a wide variety of other biological
functions. This family of GAGs plays critical roles in
embryonic development, inflammatory response, viral/
bacterial infections, and cell differentiation. These biological
activities are primarily associated with charge interactions
between heparin/HS and heparin-binding proteins, thereby,
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making control of sulfation level and distribution, through
controlled biosynthesis, of critical importance. The advent of
low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) (Fig. 1b), derived
from heparin through its controlled depolymerization, along
with identification of serine protease inhibitor, antithrombin
III (AT), and heparin-binding coagulation factors, like
thrombin and factor Xa, have led to an improved understanding of the blood coagulation cascade. Development of
LMWH was initially aimed at the control of heparin’s
hemorrhagic effect by exploiting heparin chain sizedependent differences in binding to antithrombin and factor
Xa (Johnson et al. 1976). The ensuing research led to the
establishment of LMWHs as new generation of anticoagulant
drugs. Anticoagulant activity associated with heparin and HS
is primarily attributed to this highly specific interaction with
an AT-binding pentasaccharide sequence containing a central
3,6 di-O-sulfo, 2-N-sulfo glucosamine residue (Van Boeckel
et al. 1995).When this pentasaccharide sequence is bound to
AT, AT undergoes a conformational change thereby accelerating its inhibition of factor Xa in the blood coagulation
cascade. AT and thrombin both need to bind to the same
heparin chain in a ternary bridging complex to inhibit
thrombin and prevent conversion of fibrinogen into an
insoluble fibrin clot. This pentasaccharide sequence was first
identified through AT-based affinity chromatography following the digestion of heparin. This was followed by efforts to
synthesize an ultra LMWH (ULMWH) containing this
unique AT pentasaccharide sequence in the 1980s, resulting
in the first pentasaccharide analogue, with the aldehyde
group at the reducing-end permanently protected as the
methyl glycoside (Fig. 1c). The synthesis and purification of
such derivatives became simpler, resulting in their industrialscale production (Petitou et al. 1987). In 2001, a stable
methyl glycoside derivative of AT-binding pentasaccharide
“fondaparinux” passed through clinical development as the
first ULMWH drug leading to Arixtra® and its registration as
a new antithrombotic drug in the USA and Europe (Petitou
and van Boeckel 2004). Recently, a generic version of
fondaparinux has been approved by the US FDA. With an
estimated 110 metric tons/year of heparin produced worldwide, its annual market is estimated to be around $3–4
billion. This production volume surpasses other such anticoagulants with sales for Arixtra nearing 500 million dollars
annually in the USA and Europe.
An international health crisis, associated with contamination of several heparin batches, began early 2008,
reportedly resulting in nearly 100 deaths alone in the
USA. The patients displayed minor symptoms like rash,
fainting, racing heart, and other more severe symptoms,
including hypotension leading to death. Since there was no
history of such crisis related to heparin use, it led to
suspicions about possible heparin contamination. These
contaminated batches, however, had cleared existing quality
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control and quality assurance tests designed to detect
proteins, lipids, DNA, dioxins, and other contaminants.
These adverse side effects resulted in the withdrawal of a
number of heparin batches from US markets in March 2008
followed by an investigation for the presence of contaminants in these batches. Oversulfated chondroitin sulfate
(OSCS), an 18-kDa semisynthetic polysaccharide having
a high charge density of −5 (sulfo+carboxyl groups)/
disaccharide compared to −3.7/disaccharide for heparin),
was discovered to be the contaminating agent (Guerrini
et al. 2008). This contaminant was also found to be carried
through the production process of certain LMWH products
(Zhang et al. 2008a). The rapid and acute response elicited
by this OSCS was associated with an anaphylactoid
response generated due to activation of kinin–kallikrein
pathway in human plasma, leading to formation of
vasoactive mediator bradykinin, which caused vasodilation
and a sometimes lethal drop in blood pressure (Kishimoto
et al. 2008; Li et al. 2009).
Significant efforts have been directed towards elucidating the biological and functional properties of heparin and
its related poly-/oligosaccharides to provide for a better
understanding of this complex biopolymer. Interdisciplinary
studies involving several branches of science have provided
a better understanding of heparin’s complex structure and
have resulted in novel synthetic approaches and structure–
activity relationship (SAR) studies (Fig. 2). The health
crisis in 2008 brought to light flaws within animal tissue
based heparin production, which begins at slaughterhouses.
This mini-review examines the various aspects of polysaccharide development including research currently underway
to develop a biologically and structurally similar, bioengineered heparin that can provide a clinically safe option
replacing the currently used animal-derived heparin.

Current production process for heparin
and heparin-like polysaccharides
Commercial-scale heparin production from animal tissues
has moved from dog liver to beef lung and finally to
porcine intestine. While being similar, these GAGs derived
from animal sources have variation in fine structure that
relates to difference in functional activities, such as AT- and
thrombin-binding affinities (Liu et al. 2009). Additional
variation into an already complex structure is added by the
variability inherent in raising domesticated animals, including their diet and breed. For example, approximately
30,000–50,000 U (∼300 mg per animal) of USP heparin
can be derived from American pigs, while this number is
slightly higher for Chinese pigs (Liu et al. 2009).
A general outline for heparin processing is presented in
Fig. 3. Initial processing is carried out at slaughterhouse
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Fig. 2 SAR characterization of heparin

without current good manufacturing practices (cGMP)
facilities providing an opportunity for contamination.
Salting of freed intestines is first carried out using sodium
metabisulfite or sodium chloride to preserve the tissues
from degradation and dewatering (Liu et al. 2009; Mozen
and Evans 1962; Vidic 1981). Tissues are next solubilized
using proteases, which leads to a decrease in protein content,
followed by heat deactivation for protease removal (Panasyuk
2011). The heparin capture step is either a precipitation step
using a hydrophobic quaternary ammonium salt or resinbased chromatographic step using a strong anion exchange
resin. After resolubilizing heparin in saline, it can then be
precipitated using ethanol or methanol. All these steps are
often performed at or near slaughterhouses generating raw
heparin, which can be consolidated and shipped for
purification at cGMP facilities. Quaternary ammonium salts
can often selectively precipitate heparin from tissue extracts
without the need for a separate protein removal step. This
involves isolation of the insoluble complex followed by
resolubilization of the same complex with highly concen-

trated sodium chloride solution (Mozen and Evans 1962) or
with higher alcohols. The heparin salt of Hyamine 1622
flocculates easily at low pH, thereby allowing filtration, and
the precipitate can be resolubilized in butanol followed by
metathesis, leading to aqueous phase separation (Nominé
and Barthelemy 1961). This can then be separated by salting
out or through precipitation by miscible solvents like ethanol
(Nominé and Barthelemy 1961), leading to purified heparin
in high yields and in high potency. The brine formed due to
salting of extracted tissues contains heparin with low
impurity levels, thereby requiring milder treatments (Vidic
1981). In case of ion-exchange, the negative charge on
heparin (−3.7/disaccharide unit) is used for adsorption onto
macroreticular anion exchange resin with elution carried out
under basic or high salt conditions depending upon the resin.
Affinity purification techniques based on affinity for AT has
been developed (Rosenberg 1981, 1985); however, the
scalability of these approaches poses major problems.
At cGMP facilities, raw heparin is resolubilized and
filtered at low pH for the removal of protein followed by
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Fig. 3 Process flow diagram for production of heparin and LMWHs

bleaching step. A microreticular cation exchange resin can
be employed for the removal of unwanted cations and the
use of ethanol precipitation for nucleotide removal.
Remaining salt present within the product is removed
through membrane filtration following, which recovered
heparin can be dried and analyzed.
LMWHs have a characteristic average MW of <8,000 Da
(compared to 12,000–20,000 for heparin) with most of the
chains weight having MW below 8,000 (Linhardt and
Gunay 1999; Gray et al. 2008). LMWHs generally possess
more than 70 U/mg of anti-factor Xa activity with ratio of
anti-factor Xa to antifactor IIa activity ≥1.5 (Linhardt and
Gunay 1999). LMWHs can be directly recovered from
animal-derived heparin by size exclusion chromatography,
but such a process is unsuitable for large-scale production;
instead, either chemical or enzymatic depolymerization of
animal-derived heparin is used to prepare LMWHs (Fig. 3).
The instability of heparin towards reactive oxygen
species is utilized in hydrogen peroxide-based degradation
method employed for production of ardeparin and parnaparin (Fig. 3). This proceeds by selective oxidation of
susceptible nonsulfated uronic residues (Linhardt and
Gunay 1999). In one such method, heparin is converted to
its heparinic acid form by maintaining the pH around 3–5
followed by heating in the presence of an oxidizing agent
resulting in fractions with molecular weights between 4,000

and 12,000 Da (Smith et al. 1984). Compared to other
methods of depolymerization, oxidative treatment based on
OH radical does not result in any residual structural
modification in the LMWH chains (Gray et al. 2008)
(Fig. 1b). Oxidative depolymerization using deaminative
cleavage with nitrous acid or isoamyl nitrite generates
anhydromannose residue at the reducing end of LMWH
chains, leading to anhydromannitol residue (Fig. 1b). The
presence of N-nitroso compounds obtained as contaminants
with LMWHs derived from this degradation has been
removed through UV irradiation (Branellec et al. 1997). In
a separate strategy, the degrading enzyme heparinase (Liu
et al. 2008; Linhardt 1996) can be employed for degradation via a β-elimination cleavage mechanism. Enzymatic
action can be mimicked through chemical steps in which
the carboxyl group of uronic acid is first esterified, and
base treatment leads to selective β-elimination cleavage
(Linhardt 1996; Gray et al. 2008).The products generated
using enzymatic/chemical β-elimination tends to have a
characteristic unsaturated uronic acid residue at the nonreducing end (Mardiguian 1984).
The introduction of Arixtra® (Fig. 1c) as a new
anticoagulant drug in 2001 paved the way for industrial
production of this AT-binding pentasaccharide. Multi-step
chemical synthesis of Arixtra® leads to high production
costs, making it more than 1,000-fold costlier than heparin.
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Expiration of patent protecting Arixtra® has led to development of a generic version at lower costs. Levulinate protected
2-glucuronic acid-anhydro sugar coupling methodology with
deprotection and sequential sulfonation reactions leads to
generation of fondaparinux (Nadji et al. 2011). This strategy
offers reduced reaction time and high coupling yields of βisomer with increased selectivity making it an efficient and
scalable process for industrial-scale production.
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can also be used to determine kinetics and thermodynamics
of heparin interaction with heparin-binding proteins affording binding kinetics and thermodynamics (Muñoz et al.
2005; Beaudet et al. 2011). Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies have been performed on heparin
delivered through oral, subcutaneous, and intravenous
routes (Mousa et al. 2007).

Biosyntheis of heparin/HS
Structural and biological activity of heparin
The biological activity of heparin is closely related to its
structure and depends upon the interaction of heparin with
heparin-binding proteins (Fig. 2). Heparin-binding proteins
generally have patches of basic amino acid residues on their
surface that interact with the negative sulfo and carboxyl
groups present (−3.7/disaccharide unit) throughout the
heparin chain length (Liu et al. 2009).
Disaccharide compositional and oligosaccharide mapping analysis are often used to study heparin and LMWH
structure. In these methods, disaccharide and/or oligosaccharide fragments of heparin are prepared through enzymatic or chemical digestion and subsequently analyzed to
provide detailed structural information (Ly et al. 2010;
Yang et al. 2011; Turnbull 1993). Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance mass spectroscopy (MS), a high
resolution technique, can be used to directly determine the
chain length and composition of GAGs (Chi et al. 2008;
Laremore et al. 2010). Quadupole mass filter leads to
removal of ions, thereby leading to an improved signal to
noise ratio in Fourier transform MS (Laremore et al. 2010).
Disaccharides derived from heparin have been analyzed
using liquid chromatography under reverse phased ionpairing mode coupled to electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry with ion trap mass analyzer (Yang et al.
2011). Capillary electrophoresis (CE) coupled with ultraviolet or laser-induced fluorescence detection has been
routinely used earlier for detection of heparin/heparan
sulfate disaccharides (Pervin et al. 1993; Mao et al. 2002).
Multi-dimensional NMR has been employed for assignment
of 13C–15N labeled bioengineered heparin (Zhang et al.
2008b). These structural evaluation tools were critical
towards determination of contaminant in adulterated heparin batches. 1D NMR and CE showed distinct variation
between control lots and contaminated batches with differences in acetyl region (2.0–2.2 ppm) along with a leading
peak before heparin in CE (Liu et al. 2009). NMR was
employed for determination of oversulfated chondroitin
sulfate as the contaminant present in heparin batches
(Guerrini et al. 2008).
Bioassays are routinely used for activity studies of
heparin (Linhardt et al. 1992). Surface plasmon resonance

Heparin and HS share the same eukaryotic biosynthetic
pathway (Fig. 4), beginning in the endoplasmic reticulum
with most modifications occurring within the Golgi
(Fig. 5). Different sulfation patterns in heparin and HS
provide for diverse biological activities with their SAR
(Fig. 2) controlled through the action of genome-encoded
biosynthetic enzymes. Heparin is biosynthesized as a
proteoglycan, a number of GAG chains attached to the
serine residues of serglycin core protein (Sawesi et al.
2010), while HS chains are attached to a number of
different core proteins (Kramer and Yost 2003). The
heparin and HS GAGs are attached to their core protein
through a common tetrasaccharide linker (–GlcAβ1–
3Galβ1–3Galβ1–4Xylβ1–), the synthesis of which takes
place in the endoplasmic reticulum (Robinson et al. 1978;
Carlsson et al. 2008) (Fig. 4). A repeating GlcNAc–GlcA
disaccharide unit is then attached to this tetrasaccharide
linker with the sequential addition, to the non-reducing
end, of uridine diphosphate (UDP) sugars through the
action of EXT (Exotosin genes) glycosyltranferases (Esko
and Selleck 2002). This is followed by N-deacetylation and
N-sulfonation through the action of a bifunctional Ndeacetylase/N-sulfotranferase (NDST) (four isoforms)
(Aikawa et al. 2001). This serves as a critical step,
providing substrate specificity for the appropriate action
of the other modification enzymes (Kusche et al. 1991a).
This N-sulfo group containing polysaccharide is then
modified by C5-epimerase, converting GlcA flanked by
GlcNS or GlcN to IdoA (Jacobsson et al. 1984; Gorsi and
Stringer 2007).The action of 2-O-sulfotranferase then
modifies the C2 position of IdoA prior to 6 and 3-Osulfonation. The 6-O-sulfotranferase modifies the sulfated
domains by placing a 6-O-sulfo group on GlcNS or
GlcNAc near GlcNS/IdoA (Habuchi et al. 2003). There
are three different isoforms of the 6-OST each having
similar substrate specificity, but the 6-OST-1 seems to
prefer the absence of 2-O-sulfo group (Habuchi et al. 2003).
The 3-O-sulfotranferases add a 3-O-sulfo group to GlcNS
or GlcNS6S (Gorsi and Stringer 2007). There are six
different 3-OST isoforms, which mostly act on GlcNS next
to GlcA/IdoA2S. The 3-OST-1 requires 6-O-sulfo GlcNS.
These O-sulfo transferases and C5-epimerase are responsible
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Fig. 4 Biosynthetic pathway for heparin and HS. Synthesis of tetrasaccharide linker attached to serine residue of core protein takes place in the
endoplasmic reticulum followed by enzymatic elongation and modification of polymeric chains occurring within the Golgi

Fig. 5 Biosynthesis of HS
and heparin in eukaryotic cells.
Arrows in red indicate next step
within the biosynthetic pathway.
C5-Epi (C5-epimerase), NDST
(N-deacetylase/N-sulfotranferase),
2,3,6-OST (2,3,6-O-sulfo
transferases) are the enzymes
involved in heparin/HS
biosynthetic pathway
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for generating the specific sulfation patterns critical for the
biological functions of heparin and HS. Catabolic processing
of heparin and HS can take place through the action of
heparanase, endo-ß-glucuronidase, and Sulf, an endo 6-Osulfatase (Levy-Adam et al. 2005; Dhoot et al. 2001; Ai et al.
2003, 2006).
Most of the biosynthetic enzymatic modifications are
incomplete, and epimerization can be reversible, leading to
very complex sequence heterogeneity within the heparin
and HS family (Bame et al. 1991). The resulting GAG
chains show nearly complete sulfo group substitution in
heparin (2.7/5 possible), but only partial sulfo group
substitution in HS (0–2 of a total of 5 possible). The
control of diversity present within HS structure is important
for selective biological activity wherein many interactions
within biological systems arise due to overall organization
of HS domains (Kreuger et al. 2006). Mutations in the
heparin HS biosynthetic enzymes have been shown to
affect overall functionality. For example, EXT 1 deficient
mice suffer from defects in bone growth (Lin et al. 2000),
while a similar mutation in humans generates benign
cartilaginous tumors (Gorsi and Stringer 2007). Mutations
in NDST affect FGF, Wnt, and Hh signaling pathways in
Drosophilia sulfateless (Bernfield et al. 1999), with severe
phentotype showcased by NDST-1-deficient mice resulting
in death (Forsberg and Kjellén 2001). In the case of 2-OST,
homozygous mice with mutated 2-OST encoding genes die
at birth (Ornitz 2000), while 6-OST deficient embryos of
zebrafish possess abnormal muscle phenotype (Bink et al.
2003). Mice deficient in 3-OST also die at birth and display
growth retardation in the womb (HajMohammadi et al.
2003). These phenotypic manifestations of mutations in
biosynthetic enzymes highlight the important biological
role played by heparin and HS and the critical importance
of maintaining appropriate sulfation levels and domain
structure.
Capsular polysaccharides from Escherichia coli K5
(ATCC 23506) and Pasteurella multicida serve the biological function of molecular camouflage (Roberts 1996;
DeAngelis and White 2002) (Fig. 6). These prokaryotic
GAGs have a simplified structure containing no sulfo
groups. E. coli K5 derived heparosan (−4)GlcA(1–4)
GlcNAc(1–) with molecular weight between 10 and
20 kDa is similar to commercial heparin, while P. multicida
heparosan has a much larger molecular weight between 200
and 300 kDa (DeAngelis 2008; DeAngelis and White
2002). These bacterial capsular heparosans are shed into
fermentation broth allowing their recovery and use as
substrates for biosynthetic enzymes. This can result in their
modification into biologically active GAGs, such as heparin
or HS. Synthesis of such a capsular heparosan in E. coli K5
involves 2-keto-3-deoxyoctulosonic acid (Whitfield and
Roberts 1999), leading to the formation of a starting
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polysaccharide in the periplasmic space, which is sequentially elongated by the glycosyltransferases, KfiA and KfiC,
through addition of GlcNAc and GlcA at the non-reducing
end (Arrecubieta et al. 2001). It has been suggested that
synthesis of such a polysaccharide may involve a heterooligomeric complex bound to the membrane comprising of
KpsC, KpsD, KpsE, KpsM, KpS, KpsT, and KfiA-D that
aid in polymerization and translocation across plasma
membrane (Whitfield and Roberts 1999; Arrecubieta et al.
2001; Silver et al. 2001).
Envisioning an engineered heparin based on fermentation products depends upon the success of E. coli
fermentation with suitable recovery operations. Recent
studies by our group have demonstrated a successful
fermentation at 7-L scale with high cell density (∼85 g
DCW/L) and heparosan titers up to 15 g/L with productivity
of 0.4 g L−1 h−1 (Wang et al. 2010a; Wang et al. 2011). This
was achieved using an exponential feeding strategy, which
involved controlling the carbon source as presence of
excess glucose leads to formation of toxic byproducts such
as acetate resulting in cell death. In another feeding strategy
employed by our group, culture pH is maintained using
carbon source feeding rate. In this pH-stat feeding strategy,
culture pH is known to rise with depletion of the carbon
source providing for an efficient control on carbon source
addition and avoiding overfeeding (Wang et al. 2011).
Besides fermentation optimization, metabolic engineering
of bacteria presents an exciting opportunity for increasing
productivity levels.

Chemical synthesis of heparin/HS structures
The decade of the 1980s saw a huge impetus to identify and
synthesize AT pentasaccharide-binding domain of heparin.
As a result, Arixtra®, the stable methyl glycoside derivative
of this pentasaccharide, was prepared and developed as a
new anticoagulant drug in 2003 (Petitou et al. 1987; Petitou
and van Boeckel 2004) (Fig. 1c). Requiring as many as 60
steps for its preparation, the structure of the Arixtra®
pentasaccharide was next reduced to a structurally less
complex pentasaccharide requiring fewer synthesis steps
(Petitou and van Boeckel 2004) (Fig. 7). Such a structurally
simplified analogue was synthesized with only O-sulfo
group instead of both N-sulfo and O-sulfo groups and Omethyl esters instead of hydroxyl groups (Westerduin et al.
1994). This does not require orthogonal protecting groups
for the amino sugars while reducing the number of steps to
25 from earlier 60. Thus, in order to facilitate simpler
chemical synthesis, the target structure had to be modified
resulting in less natural and possibly more toxic anticoagulant drug. The chemical approach is also inherently
unsuitable for synthesizing longer polymeric chains like
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Fig. 6 Chemoenzymatic
synthesis of heparin and
neoheparin starting from E.
coli capsular polysaccharide
heparosan. a This pathway for
the chemoenzymatic synthesis
of bioengineered heparin closely
resembles the heparin/HS
biosynthetic pathway. The
chemical de-N-acetylation/
N-sulfonation reaction might
be replaced by an enzymatic
reaction relying on NDST. b
This pathway for the synthesis
of neoheparin requires selective
desulfonation and resulfonation
steps and affords some 3-Osulfoglucuronic acid and
iduronic acid residues not
found in animal-derived heparin

heparin because of the large number of modest yield steps
and side-product formation. Furthermore, separation of
products at each step provides for a challenge in scaling
up these syntheses when competing against low-cost
heparin and LMWHs. The flexibility of chemical synthesis
for delivering unnatural oligosaccharides, however, provided
an insight into the specific interactions of oligosaccharides,
natural and unnatural, and helped to elucidate the specificity
of heparin–protein interactions (Lee et al. 2004).
Synthesis of heparin oligosaccharides (Lee et al. 2004)
are typically carried out using a stepwise convergent
synthesis as shown in the retrosynthetic scheme in Fig. 7.
One pot synthesis and selective activation has recently been
applied for oligosaccharide synthesis to reduce the number
of synthetic steps (Polat and Wong 2007). This one pot
synthesis employs rapid oligosaccharide assembly by
sequential addition of thioglycoside-building blocks in
reducing order of their reactivity (Polat and Wong 2007;
Zhang et al. 1999). AT-binding pentasaccharide has been
synthesized using one pot synthesis with starting monosaccharides followed by global deprotection and sulfona-

tion (Zhang et al. 1999). In another such effort for
synthesizing AT-binding pentasaccharide, sequential glycosylation starting with monomer building blocks was used.
This involved 1-thio uronic acid building blocks, which are
activated by the use of potent sulfonium activators resulting
in highly stereoselective glycosylations leading towards a
fully protected pentasaccharide (Codée et al. 2005).
Numerous oligosaccharide containing structural variations
are required for efficient SAR studies to completely
understand heparin specificity with respect to a given target
protein (Arungundram et al. 2009). This has been achieved
through a preactivation-based one-pot combinatorial synthesis of heparin hexasaccharides (Wang et al. 2010b). In
this study, thioglycosyl building blocks activated by
thiophilic promoters were used with matching of donor
and acceptor pairs, thereby allowing formation of stereospecific disaccharide building blocks. This resulted in a
pool of 12 hexasaccharides from initial six disaccharides
derived from two common intermediate disaccharides
(Arungundram et al. 2009). Analysis of oligosaccharides
for binding with FGF-2 showed the importance of N-sulfo
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Fig. 7 Convergent chemical synthesis of fondaparinux, which resembles the pentasaccharide AT-binding domain of heparin, stabilized as the
methyl glycoside

groups and GlcNS–IdoA2S–GlcNS (Wang et al. 2010b).
Click chemistry has also been applied to development of
unnatural disaccharide and tetrasaccharide analogue of
heparosan (Bera and Linhardt 2011). Protected glucosamine
and glucuronic acid building blocks with azide and alkyne
functional groups allow for the rapid and efficient iterative
1,3-dipolar cycloaddition, leading to formation of β(1–4)
linkage as heparosan analogues. Microarrays for screening
protein binding to synthetic heparin oligosaccharides or
polysaccharides attached to a chip through an amine linker,
compatible with protection group chemistry, have led to
high throughput screening (de Paz et al. 2006; Park et al.
2008). Development of such combinatorial oligosaccharide
libraries based on chemical synthesis provides for a
powerful tool in SAR studies (Fig. 2) for heparin and HS
through the use of such high throughput microarrays.

Chemoenzymatic synthesis of heparin, HS, and heparin
oligosaccharides
Commercial-scale production of clinically safe heparin
requires a robust process that retains structural and
functional properties of USP heparin derived from animal
sources. The capsular polysaccharide derived from E. coli
K5 strain, heparosan, consisting of repeating [−4) β-Dglucuronic acid (GlcA) (1–4) N-acetyl-α-D-glucosamine
(GlcNAc)(1−]n units, has been characterized as a precursor

to heparin (Wang et al. 2010a; DeAngelis and White 2002).
Heparosan biosynthesis has also been demonstrated in P.
multicida (DeAngelis and White 2002). This capsular
polysaccharide might be modified into heparin/HS using
chemical or enzymatic steps involved in the biosynthetic
pathway (Fig. 6).
N-Deacetylated and N-sulfonated heparosan is required
for recognition by C-5 epimerase and O-sulfotransferases
(Chen et al. 2007; Bame et al. 1991). While the NDST
enzyme is involved in the biosynthetic pathway (Aikawa
et al. 2001); hydrazine/hydrazine sulfate or NaOH can be
used to chemically N-deacteylate heparosan followed by
chemical N-sulfonation using trimethylamine-sulfur trioxide
complex resulting in a chemically derived N-deacetylated/Nsulfonated intermediate called N-sulfo, N-acetyl heparosan
(Wang et al. 2010a)
Structural constraints for formation of pentasaccharide sequence include a GlcNAc terminated GlcNAc–
GlcA–GlcNS–IdoA–GlcNS substrate recognition of 3-Osulfotransferase (Kusche et al. 1991b) for AT binding
(Hricovíni et al. 2001). Lindahl and coworkers have
demonstrated gram-scale production of heparin-like polysaccharide, “neoheparin,” incorporating antithrombin binding
and anticoagulant activity starting from N-deacetylated/Nsulfated heparosan (Lindahl et al. 2004) (Fig. 6). In this
approach, C5-epimerization of N-sulfoheparosan is carried
out enzymatically using C5-epimerase derived from insect
cells with higher conversion (∼60%) of GlcA–IdoA in the
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presence of divalent cations (Naggi et al. 2001). This is then
followed by per-O-sulfonation of OH groups present in Nsulfoheparosan. Graded solvolytic desulfonation leads to
removal of more of the unnatural 3-O-sulfo groups than
natural 2-O-sulfo groups in IdoA residues. The 3-O sulfo
groups of GlcNAc residues were resistant to this desulfonation procedure and were retained compared to 6-O sulfo
groups of GlcNAc that were lost. The presence of significant
number of 3-O-sulfated GlcNAc residues adjacent to
unsulfated GlcA affords a pentasaccharide structurally
similar to that in the natural AT-binding site. Selective Odesulfonation and re-N,6-O-sulfonation of this per-Osulfonated product led to the generation of a low molecular
weight product with anticoagulant activity. Unfortunately, the
neoheparin thus generated had a high proportion of 3-Osulfated glucuronic acid sequences, which are absent in
animal-derived heparin, along with a significant amount of
the unnatural 3-O-sulfo IdoA, which impede anti-factor Xa
activity (Rej et al. 1991). Oversulfated chondroitin sulfate,
which resulted in the 2008 contamination crisis, also
possesses unnatural 3-O-sulfo glucuronic acid residues, and
the presence of such unnatural sulfated patterns within
neoheparin leads to concerns regarding its clinical safety.
The problems encountered using the chemoenzymatic
approach to synthesize neoheparin show the challenges in
controlling sulfation patterns. Enzymatic approaches lack
O-sulfo groups in unnatural sites like C3 of IdoA and GlcA.
Enzymes involved in heparin and HS biosynthesis have
been recently cloned and over-expressed in E. coli. By
scaling-up enzyme production, immobilizing these
enzymes, and preparing inexpensive 3′-phosphoadenosine
5′-phosphosulfate (PAPS) cofactor, these sulfotransferases
may be suitable for large-scale production (Chen et al.
2007; Chen et al. 2005). A small-scale enzymatic approach
involving enzymes from heparin and HS biosynthetic
pathways has been demonstrated (Zhang et al. 2008b)
(Fig. 6). In this study, isotopically labeled heparosan was
derived from E. coli K5, while recombinant human C5epimerase, hamster 2-OST, hamster 6-OST-1, mouse 6OST-3, and mouse 3-OST-1 were expressed and purified
from E. coli. This approach is preceded by chemical Ndeacetylation/N-sulfonation of heparosan using sodium
hydroxide and trimethylamine–sulfur trioxide complex,
giving N-sulfoheparosan with reduced chain length due to
alkaline hydrolysis. Treatment of N-sulfoheparosan with 2OST and C5-epimerase yields an undersulfated heparin that
can further be 6-O-sulfonated by the action of 6-OST
leading to heparin. The use of 3-OST-1, responsible for
modification of very few residues, was the final step
resulting in anticoagulant heparin. Heparin and anticoagulant heparin thus generated resembled pharmaceutical
heparin with trisulfated IdoA2S(1,4)GlcNS6S, making up
86–89% of the structure. Greater degree of control over
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sulfation in this approach along with milligram-scale
production makes it a rational approach towards preparing
a bioengineered heparin comparable to the animal-derived
product.
An important aspect of this chemoenzymatic approach is
coupling of PAPS regeneration system in enzymatic
modifications (Burkart et al. 2000). This involves the use
of p-nitrophenyl sulfate as the sulfo donor in the presence
of arylsulfotransferase, which can easily be expressed in E.
coli, with a catalytic amount of PAPS. This and other
innovative technologies (Zhou et al. 2011) reduced the
impact of PAPS cost in the chemoenzymatic process,
thereby improving scalability.
In addition to the potential for industrial production, a
chemoenzymatic approach provides for combinatorial synthesis of oligosaccharides and polysaccharides with novel
heparin-like structures. Such combinatorial libraries are
essential in elucidating the substrate specificity of various
heparin/HS biosynthetic pathway enzymes as well as
providing novel biologically active structures. In one such
approach, chemically desulfonated N-sulfo heparin was
used as a starting material for modification using recombinantly produced immobilized HS sulfotransferases coupled
with PAPS regeneration system (Chen et al. 2005). This
resulted in heparin/HS-like structures with varying sulfation
pattern generated in a block fashion. These enzymatically
modified products exhibited biological activities associated
with heparin-like FGF2 binding, anticoagulant activity, and
binding to herpes simplex virus glycoprotein D (gD). This
method can be similarly used to generate an oligosaccharide library starting from disaccharide with unnatural UDPmonosaccharide as donor (Liu et al. 2010). The generated
oligosaccharides possess N-sulfo groups specifically placed
along the chain and provide for critical control in enzymatic
synthesis of HS oligosaccharides and polysaccharides. This
combinatorial approach is further strengthened by altered
substrate specificities of engineered sulfotransferases, leading to an increased diversity within such oligosaccharide/
polysaccharide library.
The combinatorial approach described above can be
utilized for development of HS polysaccharides having
highly defined functional activity. Using N-sulfo-heparosan,
the generation of differentially sulfated HS structures has
shown that IdoA residue is not important for binding to ATIII as has been suggested in the literature (Chen et al. 2007).
This has significant impact on reducing the complexity of
engineered heparin structures as epimerization of starting
GlcA is reversible, thereby resulting in significant structural
heterogeneity. While IdoA has been deemed important in
providing conformational flexibility, thereby leading to
favorable binding to AT, it has been demonstrated that this
requirement for flexibility is size dependent. This recombinant heparin version termed “Recomparin” lacks IdoA and
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a 2-O-sulfo group but shows anti-Xa activity at levels
similar to heparin.
A recent work has shown that ultralow molecular weight
heparins (ULMWHs), resembling porcine and bovine
heparin’s pentasaccharide-binding domain, have been synthesized, starting from disaccharide acceptor followed by
chain elongation using UDP-sugars and glycosyltransferases. Modification of this backbone chain by heparin/
HS biosynthetic pathway enzymes results in constructs
resembling the pentasaccharide-binding domain providing
for a general chemoenzymatic method aimed at designing
oligosaccharides with defined structures similar to Arixtra®.
This scalable process provides for an easier method for
development of oligosaccharides compared to cumbersome
multistep chemical synthesis (Xu et al. 2011).
In summary, these chemoenzymatic methods involving
recombinant heparin/HS biosynthetic pathway enzymes
provide for scalable processes for bioengineered heparin/
HS structures along with combinatorial tools for discovery
of new therapeutics having simplified structures along with
defined biological activity.

Metabolic engineering for heparin production
As a result of being produced as a serglycin proteoglycan in
eukaryotic mast cells Golgi (Linhardt and Gunay 1999), the
genetic engineering of bacteria for heparin synthesis is
technologically infeasible. Such an approach would require
engineering of biosynthetic pathways and enzymes along
with incorporation of activities associated with Golgi within
the periplasmic space in bacteria that are known to produce
structurally simple GAGs like heparosan, hyaluronan, and
chondroitin (DeAngelis and White 2002; Wang et al.
2010a). Owing to these problems, the biosynthesis of
heparin within eukaryotic systems like yeast, insect cells,
and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells appear to be more
achievable. Both yeast and CHO cells are widely used in
the biotechnological field with protocols in place for their
growth and purification of therapeutics derived from
them while getting rid of the contaminating proteins
(Yang et al. 2011).
Yeast strains have been shown to be capable of
generating essential glycosylation patterns in mammals.
Engineered yeast strains have been shown to be capable of
producing antibodies (e.g., anti CD antibodies) with unique
glycosylation, thereby resulting in enhancement of biological activity (Li et al. 2006). They have been shown to be
capable of generating complex hybrid mammalian glycoproteins from mannose yeast glycoproteins (Hamilton and
Gerngross 2007). However, yeast does not produce HS, and
biosynthesis of heparin in yeast cells would be extremely
challenging, entailing the expression of high levels of core
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protein along with controlled expression of enzymes from
the entire biosynthetic pathway (Laremore et al. 2009).
However, as a simpler recombinant protein expression
system, efforts have been underway for expression of
sulfotransferases (N-sulfotransferase, 3-OST, 2-OST, and
6-OST) and the preparation of PAPS in yeast (Zhou et al.
2011). In addition to their ease of purification, these
secreted enzymes have also been shown to possess higher
specific activity and thermostability and do not contain
endotoxins. Yeast expression might serve as a critical
optimization feature for scaling-up the chemoenzymatic
production of bioengineered heparin. Glycoproteins with
glycan structures similar to humans have been expressed in
insect cell systems (Wolff et al. 2001). Insect cells are also
capable of the biosynthesis of HS (Staatz et al. 2001;
Bernfield et al. 1999) and thus might be metabolically
engineered to produce heparin. One issue using insect cells
is the difficulty associated with controlling baculorvirus
expressing system for commercial scale production (Yin
et al. 2007). Further studies of insect cells might, however,
be warranted.
CHO cells are mammalian cells known to produce HS;
therefore, they may be capable of producing heparin as it is
produced through the same biosynthetic pathway (Bame
et al. 1991; Zhang et al. 2006). CHO cells are deficient in
several GAG modification enzymes and also lack granules
required for the storage of the heparin proteoglycans,
serglycin. They express two out of four N-sulfotransferases,
one out of three 6-O-sulfotranferases, and none of the 3-Osulfotranferases (Zhang et al. 2006). Mutant CHO cells
having deficient N-sulfotransferase have been shown to
possess more sparse NS distribution when compared to the
wild type (Bame et al. 1991). As N-sulfonation provides for
an in increase in the substrate specificity of the Osulfotransferases, genetic engineering of CHO cells for
heparin production seems promising. Mutant CHO cells
have been shown to gain AT binding (Zhang et al. 2001),
heparin cofactor II binding, and herpes simplex virus entry
(O’Donnell et al. 2006). However, the production levels of
HS in CHO cells are very low in comparison to the high
levels of heparin found in (Zhang et al. 2006) mammalian
mast cells. The generation of immortalized mastocytoma
cell lines, a rare form of mast cell cancer, might offer
another target for metabolic engineering. However, CHO
cells currently provide the best alternative route for generation
of heparin in eukaryotic cell lines.
The recent thrust towards development of an engineered
version of heparin has focused on heparosan derived from
simpler prokaryotic bacterial cells. Metabolic engineering
of bacterial cells provides for an alternative approach
towards increasing productivity levels of heparosan, which,
when coupled with optimized fermentation strategies, can
potentially lead to an economically viable engineered
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heparin. It has been suggested that heparosan shares its
biosynthetic pathway partially with cell wall biosynthesis.
Towards this goal, UDP glucose dehydrogenase, thought to
be the rate-limiting step in mammalian GAG synthesis, was
overexpressed in E. coli, resulting in decreased heparosan
production with unaltered chain length (Roman et al. 2003),
possibly due to reduction in UDP-GlcNAc, which becomes
rate limiting besides interfering with polymerization (Roman
et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2011). Modulating cell surface
interactions with capsules through mutation of waaR gene
involved in lipopolysaccharide outer-core biosynthesis has
been shown to increase heparosan production (Taylor et al.
2006). In another metabolic engineering approach, controlled
over-expression of glycosyltransferases, KfiA and KfiC, can
direct the biosynthesis of excess heparosan, drawing sugars
away from cell wall biosynthesis (Wang et al. 2011).

Conclusion and future work
Understanding complex heparin structures that show
widespread involvement in diverse biological functions
has generated interest in the preparation and synthesis of
heparin and related poly-/oligosaccharides. Significant
control over heparin’s functions might be achieved by
modifying its fine structure, thereby leading to efficacious
new drugs that can be targeted towards specific biological
functions. Chemical synthesis will continue to drive the
screening of novel and unnatural GAG sequences. Enzymeassisted synthesis should provide greater control with
regards to modification of heparin structure leading to an
enhanced understanding of heparin in SAR (Fig. 2). SAR
studies are currently focused on reducing the detection
limits and the use of high throughput microarray and
microfluidic methods (Barbulovic-Nad et al. 2008; Martin
et al. 2009), which can help in deciphering these complex
structures obtained from diverse sources. Evolution of a
bioengineered version of heparin derived from non-animal
sources having well-defined structural and functional
properties with good control over its properties could lead
to a clinically safer and potent version of heparin. This
might also reduce side effects and health concerns around
the oldest biopolymeric drug and open up new opportunities for the development of novel carbohydrate based
therapeutics.
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